Classification of plant based on leaf images
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Abstract-- Plant identification has been important and complex task. Leaves are key part
of the plant that distinguish, characterize and classify. Every plant has unique leaves and
each leaf has a set of features that differentiate it from the other, inspire these features of
plant leaves, here, this paper utilizes the idea of plant leaves for plant classification.
Leaves are unique in relation to one another by attributes; for example, shape, shading,
surface and different other characteristics. This paper employ, an algorithm for plant
classification is proposed based on plants leaves image features data through Linear
Norms Decision Directed Acyclic Graph Least Square Twin Support Vector Machine
(LN-DDAG-LSTSVM) classifiers. This proposed algorithm is demonstrate on leaf images
from standard benchmarks database and compared with other methods where
experimental results deliver higher accuracy.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Plants are the backbone of life on earth and give oxygen, nourishment, medicine, fuel and
considerably more. Plants are the major source of oxygen, it is key factor of ecosystems,
can decrease carbon dioxide by the process of photosynthesis [1]. Apart from this, plant a
play vital role in production of food. Plant uses the energy of sunlight with water and
carbon dioxide gas to make a food [2]. Today the thousands of plant species are in danger
of extinction or endangered caused by different anthropogenic activities. Thus,
conserving of plant biodiversity, classification of plants is followed and the newly
discovered species are distinguished and arranged. According to news report of nature
journal approximately 14% land species named and classified rest 86% remain
undiscovered [3]. Scientist and botanist have named and classified millions of plants. It is
not an easy task for any botanist to remember in excess of a minor division of the
aggregate number of named plant species. The identification of the recently discovered
species requires a specialist who has vast knowledge about it. The conventional
techniques require significant amount of effort and time. So, it is demand of time to build
up a system of automatic recognition of plant species.
Plant species identification and classification based on plant leaves is the fastest and
facile approach to recognize a plant [4]. There are a few reasons why leafs are normally
selected for classifying the plant species. Leaf are easily found and collected in any
seasons. Leaf is 2-D shapes as compare to other parts of plant species ( as blooms, seeds
and so on.)[5]. A lots of plants have remarkable leaves that are unique in relation to one
another dependent on various attributes, eg. shape, color, texture, and the margin [6-7].
Some researchers utilize more features for more appropriate strategies [8-9]. Shape
features are deal with geometrical structure of leaf (aspect ratio, compactness, roundness,
etc…) [10]. Color features are utilized by a few schemes [11] because most of the plant

species have comparative leaf colors property, this highlights is not of key
consequentiality. Textures features can be utilized to describe overall portray structure of
the leaf or venation [12].
SVM is a successful mathematical supervised learning tool to resolve the classification
and regression problems [1]. In the last decades, various modifications emerged in SVM
like Lagrangian SVM [14], Least square SVM [15, 16], Proximal SVM [17]. Twin SVM
(TWSVM) proposed by Jayadeva [18]. Twin SVM is mathematical modification of
traditional SVM and it solves pair of relative reduced QPP rather than large one [19].
TSVM computational cost is approximately four times faster than original SVM. A new
version of twin SVM, known as least square Twin SVM was proposed in which QPP
problem solve by equality constraints rather than inequality constraints of TSVM [20].
LS-TSVM has better performance than TSVM. Current scenario LS-TSVM was also
modified by different researcher in ordered to achieve the better generalization capability
and computational performance [21-24]. Motivation of their improved classification
accuracy in classification domain, here, this paper utilizes the idea of least square twin
support vector machine for classifying the different plant species. Here we extend the
LSTSVM by using decision directed acyclic graph with linear Norm concept. It is
analyzed that Linear Norm Decision Directed Graph Acyclic Graph Least Square Twin
Support Vector Machine (LN-DDAG-LSTSVM) has present the better execution result
with good prediction accuracy and running time complexity. This paper propose a
scheme that recognize the different plants through their leaf images and their
characteristics like aspect ratio, eccentricity, Elongation Maximal Indentation Depth etc.
and texture feature like Intensity, moment, Contrast, Entropy etc. The scheme LNDDAG-LSTSVM classifier for plant leaf recognition system is tested and compared to
other machine learning approaches.
This paper is formatted as follows. The next section deals with review of previous
works. Section 3 applied methodology and formulation of LN-DDAG-LSTSVM. In the
fourth section, experiment results and their comparison. Finally conclude the paper at the
end.

2.

PREVIOUS WORKS

Plant recognition and classification are depending on images of leaf. Plant leaf images
contain visual data and their visual qualities like its shape, its color, its surface structure,
its vein, etc., can be acclimated to describe plant species. C. Im et al. design a system to
identifying the plant using leaf shape features [25]. Wang use the concept of fuzzy on
different leaf shape features [26]. Concept of hyper-sphere classifiers introduce to
recognition leaf image based on shape features [27]. A new method is proposed for leaf
image that have complex background where a special feature Hu geometric and Zernike
moments calculated from segmented binary images. Moving center hyper-sphere
classifier is used to classification leaf images [28]. The concept of histogram of oriented
gradients is used to identify the shape feature of leaf image and a new dimensional
reduction technique are utilize in this paper, known as Maximum Margin Criterion
(MMC). HOG play a crucial role with MMC in order to achieve a better performance on
leaf classification [29]. Morphological features and Zernike moments are best choice for
recognize and categorize the plant leaves. The process of feature extraction is not depends
upon the leaf growth as well geometric image transformation. These all terms build up an
enhanced methodology that creates the best classification approach [30].
A new scheme has been proposed for identifying and characterizing plant leaves using
texture and shape features. Texture descriptor of the leaf is calculated by Gabor filter and

Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) while shape descriptor is determined by
curvelet transform with Invariant Moments [31]. A system application known as LeaVes
is buildup for plant classification dependent on the leaf's shape and venation. In this paper
the different types of machine learning procedures and different types of image filter are
discussed like as canny, moment invariance centroid and ANN [32]. A new method
which automatically identifies the different plant leaves has been proposed in which
texture features are used for identifying and recognize the plant leaf [33]. An approach
which is used the different color, shape, texture and vein descriptor for the purpose of
classification and recognizing plant leaf images [34-35]. The concept of Convolutional
Neural Network are used to design a new algorithm known as AlexNet, leaf in which
different feature was extracted by different CNN based models [35].
Since plants are the major source of oxygen and its ability to absorb carbon forms around
66%. Without plants it is difficult to think of existence of human life on the earth. So
Classifying plants helps at ascertaining the protection survival of all regular life. Plants
can be classified on the basis of different parameters. This paper proposes a new scheme
for plant classification based on leaf image.

3.

PROPOSED METHOD

This proposed plant leaf classification scheme comprises of 4 principles as appeared in
fig. 1. First are image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and
classification.

Fig.1 Proposed Architecture of plant classification approach

Image Acquisition: In this paper database of plant leaf image are used. Total 40 leaf
sample images from four different plant species selected from open source database [36].
Overall description of each plant with scientific name and total number of leaf samples
are presented in table 1 [36].
Table 1. Description Selected Plant Leaf images

Class
1
2
3
4
5.

Scientific Name
Quercus suber

Salix Atrocinera
Populus Nigra
Alnus Sp
Quercus robur

Instance
12
10
10
8
12

Image preprocessing: Image pre-processing is a preliminary step to reduce noise and
upgrading the appearance of the leaf images which increase the overall performance of
leaf identification. RGB images are converted into black and white (BW) images.
Image Segmentation: The image segmentation is a method of partitioning a leaf images
into region of interest (ROI). Here color slicing is used with Otsu’s algorithm.
Feature Extraction: In this paper public image leaf data base are used and here we select
only 4 plant species with all features.
Classification: we proposed a technique refer as linear norm decision directed acyclic
graph least square twin support vector machine (LN-DDAG-LSTSVM) for classification
and identification of plant leaf.

CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM:
We proposed a technique refer as linear norm decision directed acyclic graph least square
Twin Support Vector Machine (LN-DDAG-LSTSVM). In decision DAG, it has been
observed that upper nodes of decision DAG have more effective over the performance of
classifier. Therefore build a predicted decision DAG in such a way that each node should
be classify most separate group of classes from the other one, i.e., split selection strategy
at the root node is lowest error estimation between the two classes. DDAG always start to
compare between first and the last class on the basis of decision function values. Repeat
this process until remain one class which have minimum criteria value. DDAG is
generalizing the class of decision trees which allow repetition that occurs in different
branch of tree.
These data values normalized at the same time by using linear norm as given formula Eq.
(1).
(1)
Where data vector,
is data vector minimum values,
values and is unit vector.
1. Let’s input data set
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2. Compute the partition of the respective class Vs rest at each node by using LS-TSVM
as:
a) Let’s two matrixes
and Select penalty parameter
Solve given equation (2) and (3)
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b) Calculate hyper-plane parameters according to equations (2) and (3)
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Repeat Step 2, until all nodes have been trained by LS-TSVM.
Save the decision DAG and return.

Decision of the class
for each new data sample decided by the given decision
function based on respective perpendicular distance from the two planes
|

4.

|

(6)

EXPERIMENT RESULT

For validating and examination of proposed method we select the 40 leaf sample images
from 4 different plant species, as table no.1, taken from open source data base provided
leave recognition system [36]. The plant classification system implemented under the
environment of MATLAB R2013a on window 10 with Intel Core i3 1.7GHz, RAM 4GB.
The optimal values for penalty parameters are selected from the range
.
Table 2. Quantitative measure for performance of different classifiers.

Class

NN
Acc(%)

SVM
Acc(%)

2
3
4
5
Avg

70
76.48
83.64
82.89
78.2525

92.2
89.7
78.61
76.47
84.245

DAGSVM
Acc(%)
93.82
91.59
81.27
78.93
86.4025

Proposed Method
Acc(%)
(Running time (s))
95 (0.000369)
94.16 (0.000739)
85.50 (0.001672)
85.71(0.002408)
90.0925 (0.001297)

The proposed algorithm experimentally tested on binary class, 3 class and 4 class
problem. The performance in terms of accuracy has been compare with Neural Network
(NN), SVM, and DAG-SVM. From table 2 and fig. 2, the fact can be extracted that
proposed algorithm yields an average accuracy more than 90%. The quantitative
comparison of the results shows that the proposed method has greater classification
accuracy than existing systems.
Equation for calculating the accuracy is defined as
(7)
Where
are number of ‘true positive’, ‘true negative’, ‘false positive’,
‘false negative’ respectively.
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Fig.2. Accuracy comparison chart of proposed system and other classifiers.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a LN-DDAG-LSTSVM method for classifying the plant
leaf based on combining leaf shape and texture feature. The proposed plant leaf
classification method is robust and computationally efficient, which takes into
consideration 16 shapes and texture feature leaf. LN-DDAG-LSTSVM classifier trained
with these 16 leaf features. The proposed method was tested and evaluated on open
source leaf image database.
Performance comparison chart display in fig.2 shows that LN-DDAG-LSTSVM is
improved classification accuracy. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed LNDDAG-LSTSVM classifier based plant recognition system achieves the best computation
efficiency as compared to ANN, SVM, DAG-SVM. As the number of leaves relating to
each plant is small, the computational accuracy of the proposed method could be
upgraded with large amount of leaves. This technique is very useful tackling difficulties
in traditional SVM, TSVM and other classifiers. It is interesting to extract different
features in future to improve the classification accuracy.
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